Using stable-isotope-labeled proteins for hydrogen exchange studies in complex mixtures.
The use of mass spectrometry to measure hydrogen exchange rates for individual proteins in complex mixtures is described. Incorporation of stable-isotope-labeled (SIL) amino acids into a protein of interest during overexpression in bacteria produced distinctive isotope patterns in mass spectra of peptic peptides from the labeled protein. The isotope pattern was used as a signature for peptides originating from the SIL protein. In addition, stable-isotope labeling simplified identification of the peptic peptides by providing partial amino acid composition information. Despite the complex isotope patterns associated with SIL peptides, hydrogen exchange rates could still be measured for peptides from SIL protein and were found to be the same as exchange rates for unlabeled protein. Hydrogen exchange in a single protein of interest was measured in a complex mixture of proteins, a bacterial cell lysate. This methodology, which includes easy recognition of peptic peptides from the protein(s) of interest during hydrogen exchange studies in heterogeneous systems, will permit analysis of structural properties and dynamics of large protein complexes and complex protein systems.